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ABSTRACT

at evaluating a given network in order to be able to understand its topology and to identify the available bandwidth
between different hosts. This topic is steadily gaining popularity since video streaming becomes more and more important to individuals (e.g. watching videos on YouTube) as
well as to companies using the Internet as a online meeting
platform. Detailed information about the network would enable applications or even protocols to change their behaviour
and adapt to the networks state. For example, if a video is
hosted on multiple servers the application could choose the
best connection between client and server. This might be the
nearest server but it could also be the case that this specific
one is too busy to satisfy the users requirements. In order to
achieve a higher user experience the application should be
able to discover such shortages and choose an appropriate
way to solve them. Furthermore, measurement techniques
are used to reveal security issues like firewall misconfigurations or to locate problems occurring during communication.

This work presents the Measurement Manager Protocol (MG
RP), an in-kernel service supporting flexible, efficient and
accurate measurements. MGRP schedules probe transmissions on behalf of active measurement tools and reduces
the monitoring overhead by reusing application traffic. A
small benchmark experiment demonstrates the potential of
this passive aggressive measurement before an evaluation
is carried out. In this context, another sophisticated approach, namely TCP Sidecar, is presented and compared
with MGRP and other traditional methods. At the end,
some analysis about the usage and application of both concepts are discussed.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the following, a short introduction to the topic of network
measurements will be outlined and a variety of traditional
measurement approaches will be discussed. Thereafter, two
sophisticated techniques will be presented and analysed. At
the same time, their specific advantages and drawbacks will
be elaborated. Finally, some related work are presented.

The Internet evolved in the last thirty years from text based
utilities to a platform used for multimedia streaming, online
conferencing and other services of the World Wide Web.
The majority of the users grasp the Internet as a medium
which provides the connectivity between their applications
and distributed information and data. The end-users do not
need to know any background of how the Internet works,
such as the processes that are triggered after the user clicks
on a hyperlink or how packages are routed on their way
through the network [1].

2.

However, network researchers aim to understand the networks infrastructure and the protocols used to communicate
with other instances of the network. A major methodology
researchers use to collect and analyse information about networks are end-to-end measurements. Due to measurements,
interesting network properties could be estimated which help
to improve applications and protocols in order to gain a good
user experience. A good user experience could for example
be reached by selecting the nearest and fastest server to
download from. A different application might need a low
round-trip-time (RTT) and a high path capacity. Therefore
network applications need to discover the current network
conditions and adapt accordingly. Since there is no possibility to gather information about the state of the network
by asking other network devices, traffic analysis has to be
carried out between the endpoints.

Network Troubleshooting The purpose concerning traffic measurements in the area of network troubleshooting is to discover defective hardware and misconfigurations of endpoints and intermediate devices. For example, the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
can be used to send messages to a desired endpoint. If
these messages do not arrive at the endpoint an error
message is triggered which indicates that something
is wrong in the network. More precise evaluations in
combination with other protocols can then be used to
identify defects or misconfigurations in the network [1].
Protocol Debugging Protocol Debugging is necessary if
new protocols are developed. Thereby, measurement
techniques ensure the standard compliance of a protocol by for example analysing the traffic. Furthermore,

The research area of network traffic measurements also aims
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BACKGROUND

Network measurements are applied whenever information
about a network and its current state is necessary. Therefore, four main reasons for network measurements will be
presented and their benefits will be explained:
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it is possible to prove the backward compatibility of a
newer protocol version to its predecessor. In order to
prove backward compatibility a variety of approaches
are available such as establishing a communication between two endpoints with different protocol versions
and examining the transferred messages [1].

to be applied at different network locations (see Figure 1)
[2].

prober

Workload Characterisation Another area where network
measurements are applied is the field of workload characterisation. This domain analyses the exchanged traffic between endpoints and creates a ranking of the protocols which transfer data. On the basis of this ranking
applications can be optimised for the most frequently
exchanged data. This is very important to multipurpose applications which use several protocols to communicate with other hosts. Workload characterisation
also focuses on the protocol layer and supports the improvement of newer protocol versions with regards to
the monitored workload [1].
Performance Evaluation Another important usage of measurements is performance evaluation. Network traffic measurements are utilized to determine the performance of the network. A detailed analysis may help
to identify performance bottlenecks. Once these problems are identified the results might be used to further
improve protocols or the network infrastucture itself.
Performance evaluation is often used in combination
with the workload characterisation process described
earlier [1].
These four reasons are just a few examples of motivations
for monitoring network traffic. Detailed information about
protocols and processes of a network are very important to
achieve a higher usability and to enhance the users experience. Hence, network measurements must be performed.
However, the crucial part is to pay attention to the realization of such measurements because they should be transparent to the user and should not change the network. In
the following, a short introduction to traditional methods
for monitoring the network is given.

3.

estimator

exchange

prober

packet copy

network traffic

Figure 1: Concept of passive measurements

Claise ([3]) categorises passive measurements into two groups:

Full collection This process captures every single packet
which passes the metering point. The main advantage
of a full collection is accuracy as the collected data is
exactly equal to the passed traffic. However, a drawback is the large number of packets that have to be
stored and analysed, which may require very fast metering hard- and software.

Partial collection Most of the time it is not possible to
perform a full collection due to high speed interface
technologies which send a huge amount of data in a
very short time period. Therefore a partial collection
process which filters or samples the collected data is
necessary. For example, filtering mechanisms may select a specific flow of data (e.g. TCP traffic) to reduce the workload of the monitoring unit. In contrast,
sampling uses statistical methods (e.g selecting 1 of N
packets) in order to reduce the load of the measurement systems.

METHODOLOGY

Software network measurement tools can be classified in two
major monitoring concepts, passive and active. These two
concepts can again be subdivided in offline and online measurements. In this case online describes a technique where
packets are analysed on the fly whereas offline denotes a
mechanism that first captures information and evaluates the
data afterwards. A common representative of offline monitoring are log files or dump files, for example created by
tcpdump 1 .

3.1

exchange

Passive measurements are applied if the exact network state
is important and interference with live traffic is not wanted.
However, the disadvantage of monitoring is that desired traffic types may not be present in the traffic passing the observation point. This purpose could be solved using active
measurement techniques.

Passive Measurements

Passive measurement describes a mechanism which collects
the observed traffic of the network. The term “passive”
states that no additional workload is introduced into the
network and only available traffic is captured and analysed.
In order to obtain information about a given link, such as
time dependent references, the observation of the traffic has
1
tcpdump: a Linux tool which dumps traffic on a network
http://www.tcpdump.org/
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3.2

Active Measurements

In contrast to passive measurement, active measurements require explicit requests that generate synthetic traffic with a
desired type and workload [2]. Active measurements involve
two systems into the process, a sender and a receiver. The
sender creates the desired traffic and sends it to the receiver
which collects all packets at their arrival and evaluates each
(see Figure 2).
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4.1

receiver

sender

MGRP architecture

MRGP is a kernel-level service which extends the transport
layer of the ISO/OSI model. This protocol is basically accessed using two application programming interfaces (APIs),
the probe and payload API. The payload API extracts useful data from other transport protocols like TCP or UDP
and hands it to the MGRP service. In collaboration with
the probe API MGRP generates a hybrid of a probe and
application data. Instead of sending single probes directly
to the receiver, the sender uses the probe API to specify an
entire train. A train is defined by the size of each probe,
the number of probes, the amount of padding and the gap
between probes [5].

generated packet

network traffic

Figure 2: Concept of active measurements

Performance evaluations, network troubleshooting and protocol debugging is mostly done using active measurements
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probes
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some portion of a probe packet contains empty padding. This portion may be filled by useful paylo

drawn from existing TCP or UDP streams having the same destination as the probes, to lower the prob

To conclude, both techniques have multiple advantagesoverhead.
but
also several disadvantages. Obviously, new mechanisms are
Once defined a train MGRP starts piggybacking applicanecessary to minimise the newly introduced traffic on the one
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4.

MGRP - PASSIVE AGGRESSIVE
SUREMENTS

like traffic with no padding. Figure 4 also shows the newly
end-to-end system
that coordinates
congestion
information
between
Internet
introduced
MGRP header
(illustrated
as small
light
gray hosts.
MEA- Figurebox).
1.1 shows the overview of the Measurement Manager architecture. T

This section introduces the Measurement Manager Protocol
main novelty of the Measurement Manager is that it enables network probes to reu
(MGRP) which addresses the shortcomings of traditional
approaches by using a hybrid concept. MGRP is an in4: Transition
from
active measurement
trafapplication Figure
traffic transparently
and in
a systematic
way. We achieve
this through t
kernel service that enables probes to reuse application traffic (left) to MGRP traffic (right)
fic transparently and systematically. As described in section
Measurement Manager Protocol (MGRP), an in-kernel service that combines probes a
3 passive probing is efficient but unable to detect improvements of network conditions and active probing affects the
receiver
sidemeasurement
the payloadalgorithms
is separated
fromthe
theprobes
mea- they wish
data packets.AtInthe
MGRP,
active
specify
current traffic on the link. MGRP permits the user to write
surement data. The payload output is handed over to the
measurement algorithms as if they are active but be implestandard transport layer and the measurement data is transmented as if they are passive. Hence MGRP can be send
moreusing the Probe API. With this API they specify the per-probe header, the paylo
ferred to the monitoring system. The receiver side adds a
aggressive without harming the performance of an applicasecond timestamp to the MGRP header and delivers the
tion [4].
size, and the time to wait between probe transmissions. The kernel then sends the prob
packet to the prober. The MGRP header mainly consists of
two timestamp header fields, one timestamp is entered by
MGRP piggybacks application data into probes in order
to
according
tothe
thesender
specification.
probe
when theHowever,
packet israther
sent. than
The filling
other one
is payloads
entered with emp
minimise newly introduced traffic. Piggybacking is a proby the receiver and contains the reception time [4].
cess that is aware of probes which mostly consist of empty
padding, as is normally done with active tools, the kernel attempts to fill these payloa
padding. Empty padding is necessary because probes have
4.2 Probe Transaction by Example
to reflect the behaviour of real application traffic that carries
with data from
application packets having the same destination as the probes. The abil
useful payload. The piggybacking mechanism replaces the
The example described in this section is illustrated in Figempty padding of a single probe with payload that should
ure 5 and will be walked through from step 1 to 8 . Conof MGRP tosider
piggyback
any data
packet
any probe
turns outmultimedia
to be pivotal in maki
be transmitted to the receiver and thus prevents the prober
the following
case:
Theonsender
is streaming
data to a destination D and at the same time MGRP is used
from sending unnecessary packets.

7
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Figure 2: A step-by-step example to demonstrate MGRP operation. Measurement tools generate probes,
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avg. throughput (Mbps)

1.1

2.0

2.3

Table 1: Parameters for packet train experiments
Figure 5: Cross traffic for Microbenchmarks
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6
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0
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[5])
5, 6,Figure
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consider the effects of piggybacking on source traffic without
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congestion. Replaying a trace permits us to test against
Figure
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of the experiment
described
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Internet
packetthe
size
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and interleavings,
before. Two cases are considered in the plots:
but without cross-traffic congestion avoidance, and at rates
that are stationary over a reasonable period of time [35].
WEB cross traffic is generated using the NTools [33] suite
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Case 1:
After runs.
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Figure 6: STEP: Timeseries plot with pk2 probes
Figure 8: Results of the experiment [5]
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On the avoidance
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decreases
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) andpacket
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mission
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latertoon
2.3) unless
more
intelligence
MGRP
in Section
[6]. If both
hosts would
used UDP
as transport
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piggybacking
ashave
we discuss
in Section
4.2.2.
protocol a dramatic packet loss would have occurred.
also indicates that the monitoring traffic con4.2.1 Figure
STEP 8Experiment
sumes approximately 2 Mbps. To conclude, the user
The STEP experiment demonstrates all the potential benviewing the multimedia data on location m5 will exefits of MGRP. First, MGRP is able to piggyback signifiperience stuttering or in the case that the hosting apcant amounts of application data, nearly eliminating probing
plication is aware of the congestion the stream quality
overheadwill
in almost
all cases. As an example, Figure 6, plots
be downgraded.
a single run using pk2 traffic—notice that the bottom plot
5
Additional results with other cross traffic patterns are avail2: In this case MGRP utilises the application trafableCase
in [18].
fic as riders and nearly all probes carry application
data. Only approximately 0.2 Mbps are used to send
probes without piggybacked payload. Hence, the TCP
connection experiences only little congestion and the
stream nearly stays at 4 Mbps. To sum up, MGRP
reduces the measurement overhead to a minimum and
lowers interference with other network communications
while monitoring constantly. The viewer of the video
stream might only suffer small or even no changes.
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Evaluation

This section provides a overview on MGRP and discusses
problems that may occur using MGRP for measurement purposes. As described earlier, MGRP facilitates the reuse of
existing traffic. Hence, the networks condition is just slightly
modified and the amount of newly introduced collisions is
minimal. Furthermore, MGRP is traffic independent since
it switches to an active measurement like mode if no riders
are available. Due to the fact that the number of probes
can be specified, MGRP is able to determine the maximal
available bandwidth.
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But there are several reasons why MGRP is not used every
and all the time: First of all, MGRP inserts delay into the
Figure 7: STEP: Timeseries plot with pFAST probes
network as application traffic is buffered and multiplexed
at the senders side and demultiplexed at the receivers side.
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As described in section 4 MGRP is an in-kernel service. This
indicates that the network stack has to be modified in order
to add MGRP to the transport layer. Currently no operating systems integrates MGRP by default. Hence, the monitoring systems stack has to be changed which might not be
feasible in many cases. The fact of the matter is that this
prevents MGRP from being used by peers globally. Streaming or peer-to-peer applications like Skype can not use it as
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well, since there is no guarantee of having MGRP available
on all participatory systems.
The following section will present another measurement technique. This approach is based on the traditional active measurement process and extends it in several ways.

5.

TCP SIDECAR

TCP Sidecar is a monitoring platform for injecting packets into a network and follows the principle that the network provides enough bandwidth to handle additional traffic caused by probes. The main goal of TCP Sidecar is to
circumvent intrusion detection systems (IDSs) and firewalls
since synthetic traffic is most often considered being extraordinary and potentially malicious. Hence, most firewalls will
block measurement traffic and IDSs will trigger alerts and
abuse reports. Therefore, carefully designed measurement
probes and responses have to be generated. Thereby, TCP
Sender
Receiver
Sidecar
does not restrict the source and destination
nor the
time of measurement since the platform does not want to
Data
force any extraordinary
behaviour [7].
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are event-driven
applications that receive event notifications such as new connections, incoming and outgoing

message is returned by a network node and the source address of this error message is the same as the original destination address of the packet, a NAT can be assumed [8].
Once a duplicate packet arrives at the receiver no warning
or even error message is generated since TCP considers the
reception of duplicate packets. Shortly after the reception
the receiver generates a duplicate acknowledgement (ACK)
and sends it to the source address. This packet is then again
captured by TCP Sidecar for measurement purposes [8].

5.2

Evaluation

TCP Sidecar is a platform for unobtrusive measurements
and enables measurements throughout firewalls, and NATs.
Furthermore, Sidecar is able to detect NATs and perform
several kinds of measurements without alerting IDSs. Especially large network service like PlanetLab [8], CoDeeN [9],
OpenDHT [10], Meridian [11], and CoralCDN [12] might
benefit from TCP Sidecar since most of these services already perform network measurements and might struggle
with altering IDSs.
However, Sidecar has several drawbacks: Firstly, the platform depends on existing traffic which might be applicable
to large networks but may be a problem in smaller networks.
Since no measurement will be forced (only the amount of replayed data can be set) the results in smaller network may
not be as accurate as with using other active measurement
tools. A second problem might be the placement of the monitoring system as both communication channels must pass
the metering point. The most significant problem is the fact
that duplicate ACKs are generated. A duplicate ACK can
be regarded as network problems by the sender. Therefore
TCP adjusts the congestion window size which is a state
variable that limits the maximal amount of unacknowledged
TCP packets. For example, if the congestion window size is
2, TCP can only send two TCP packets with an outstanding acknowledgment. Each duplicate ACK decrements the
congestion window by one. This might get even worse if a
third duplicate ACK reaches the sender because in this case
TCP enters the slow start phase and halfs the maximum segment size (MSS). Hence, the data rate is reduced and the
communication is violated by measurements. Nevertheless,
this problem might be solved by selectively grabing duplicate ACKs and discarding them if they are not important
to the sender. Regarding to Figure 9 the Sidecar node must
be able to not only generate duplicate data but also to analyze duplicate ACKs on their way back to the sender. If the
the duplicate ACK is considered being non-essential to the
sender (e.g a duplicate ACK with the same sequence number has already been transferred to the sender) the packet
must be dropped by the Sidecar node. However, the classification of these packets into categories like important to the
sender or not might quite challenging but would potentially
increase the performance of TCP Sidecar.

6.

RELATED WORK

MGRP is similar to many approaches (Periscope [13], Scriptroute [14], pktd [15]) in that it serves the possibility to define measurement probes and schedules. MGRP differs from
these approaches as it is the first tool, which is fully integrated on layer 4 in the IP protocol stack. Thereby, MGRP
reduces the measurement overhead by reusing probes as rid-
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ers for application data. Furthermore, MGRP is a protocol
and not a standalone application. Thus, it can be integrated
into a big amount of existing applications and help to improve their performance by reducing unnecessary overhead.

delays. Moreover, the whole measurement process must be
transparent to the user to keep Internet usage as simple as
possible.

The following collection of related work should give a short
overview of similar project:

8.

• Sidecar has the advantage that it support ICMP messages which enable NAT detection. But as a consequence of the problems described in 5.2 the measurement intervals have to be kept low which makes the
usage of Sidecar difficult.
• MAD [16] is a Multi-user Active Measurement service
that generates probes on behalf of probers and is also
implemented in the Linux kernel in order to gain a
higher accuracy. In contrast to MGRP MAD does
not use piggybacking but provides a interface for selfmeasurements of the system which again enhances the
accuracy.
• Scriptroute [14] is a public Internet measurement facility that conducts remote measurements for users.
Measurements are written in a special script language
and uploaded to a server. Afterwards, the server performs the desired measurement in a secure way by providing several mechanisms to the user which ensure
that a measurement does not exceed a given bandwidth or no bad packets are generated.
Obviously, there is a large amount of measurement tools
available online [17, 18]. Combining the features of these
tools with the Manager Protocol might lead to even more
sophisticated applications for network measurements.

7.

CONCLUSION

This work presented traditional measurement techniques and
the Measurement Manager Protocol, a flexible and efficient
monitoring protocol. Based on an experiment MGRP’s performance was demonstrated and proved the potential of this
approach. Furthermore, TCP Sidecar was introduced which
presented a security oriented way of measuring networks and
introduced new features like NAT detection.
Both, MGRP and TCP Sidecar provide a interface to collect
information about the network. Subsequently, this feedback
can be used to improve applications and protocols. Especially MGRP has great potential to be used by streaming applications to enhance the user experience without harming
the network. Furthermore, both mechanisms are able to detect improving network conditions. This information is very
important to all kinds of applicatons since it enables them
to leave the congestion avoidance phase earlier. The information could also be used to replace the slow start phase of
TCP after a congestion occured because the application is
aware of the maximal available bandwidth.
To conclude, measurements have the ability to solve a large
range of problems - e.g. performance issues. However, the
resulting measurement overhead has to be taken into consideration to prevent network exhaustion and co-occuring
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